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SOURCE: Modified from NWS Corpus Christi 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=96207418

H. Laura 2020-08-26

The 2020 Atlantic 
hurricane season was 

the most active on 
record with thirty 

named storms, twelve 
of which made landfall 
onto the US mainland.

Trop. Cyclone Track

The need is clear (and growing)

2020



OUTLINE

I. What is rapid assessment and how can 
imagery help?

II. What imagery is available?

— Very-high-resolution aerial imagery
— Coarser satellite imagery for change detection

…and what are their tradeoffs?

III. Implications of urban forest loss.



I. What is rapid assessment and how 
can imagery help?

DEFINITION
Rapid Assessment—The swift collection and evaluation of 
intelligence soon after some type of incident 
(e.g., a hurricane, tornado, or wildfire).

Why rapidly assess?
— To gather time-sensitive information.
— To identify areas for priority response.
— To estimate damage for emergency financial support.

What’s the role of imagery?
— It’s hard, otherwise, to assess landscape impacts.
— Recurrent analyses using imagery provides a valuable 

planning and monitoring strategy (e.g., recovery).
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II.  What imagery is available?

https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/
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II.  What imagery is available?



HiForm’s forest impacts from H. Michael

Wikipedia: Patrick Bray
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Panama City’s Urban Forest
Aerial Imagery (NAIP)
2017-10-24
(1 yr. before Michael)



Panama City’s Urban Forest
Aerial Imagery (NAIP)
2019-11-18
(1 yr. after Michael)



HiForm NDVI Change
2017 vs 2019
(10-01 to 11-30)



Panama City, FL
2017 Aerial Imagery



Panama City, FL
2019 Aerial Imagery



Rapid HiForm Change
2017 to 2018 

(10-11 to 11-20)

“First look” at decline



One-Year HiForm Change
2018 to 2019 

(06-01 to 09-01)

Summer decline



Two-Year HiForm Change
2018 to 2020 

(06-01 to 09-01)

Persisting summer decline



Two-Year HiForm Change
2018 to 2020 

(10-11 to 12-31)

Post-Michael recovery and subsequent decline
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Intersection of Tyndall Dr. and Dewitt St. Panama City, FL 
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Intersection of Cove Ln. and Dewitt St. Panama City, FL 
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Options for time-sensitive urban forest damage assessment

FINE
and 

LOCAL

COARSE 
and 

BROAD

UAVs

Restrictions: Low height (<400 ft.) limits coverage; line-of-sight; 
not < 5mi. airports; not over people; additional jurisdictional 
restrictions; special response constraints; operator 
licenses/authorizations.
Limitations: Acquisition and processing time and costs; 
troublesome mosaic artifacts; biased neighborhood coverage.
Rapid uses: Highly detailed site to neighborhood insights.

Restrictions: None. 
Limitations: Clouds often delay acquisition; the greater need 
to interpret coarse imagery.
Rapid uses: Landscape to regional assessment of the storm’s 
“footprint” and relative impacts; easy updates.

Restrictions: Agency-managed (e.g., NOAA).
Limitations: Not always available after an event; limited 
coverage; clouds can delay acquisition; large file processing time 
and costs.
Rapid uses: Detailed insights to compare with prior imagery.

Piloted
Aircraft

Satellite
Imagery

SUMMARY



Assessment Tradeoffs

Very-High-Resolution 
Aerial Event Imagery

Systematic 
Satellite Imagery

High detail conveys very specific
impacts but not all that matter

Lower resolution means there’s 
much more ambiguity

Requires interpretation 
and feature mapping

Change detection is a relative
measure of change (e.g., dNDVI)

Requires a special costly flight that 
can be delayed by clouds

Has regular pass-over frequency 
(this helps overcome clouds)

Difficult and costly to process
large areas if even available

Can be efficiently applied at 
neighborhood to regional scales

Hard to standardize observations 
for long term monitoring

More readily incorporated into 
long term monitoring

Can we get the best of both approaches with private imagery?
Can event data and satellite imagery work together?



Pensacola Pre-Sally aerial imagery (Digital Globe)
Made landfall 15 Sep 2020

Tradeoffs illustrated – 2020’s Hurricane Sally



Pensacola Immediate post-Sally aerial imagery (NOAA) 
Made landfall 15 Sep 2020

Tradeoffs illustrated – 2020’s Hurricane Sally
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HiForm S2-SR: 2019 vs 2020 (09-25 to 10-01) 

Tradeoffs illustrated – 2020’s Hurricane Sally



Month
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Year Rank CDD
2020     1st 7150
2019 3rd 6819
2018 4th 6682
2017 5th 6668
2016 6th 6655
2015 2nd 7092
2014 35th 5632
2013 26th 5946
2012 10th 6436
2011 23rd 5988
2010 30th     5833
2009    24th 5987
2008    28th 5905
2007      9th 6490
2006      7th 6525
2005    19th 6134

III.  Some implications of urban forest loss
Did the massive loss of the Panama City tree canopy after Michael affect 
temperatures?

Source: 4km PRISM data, 1981-2020; Climate Engine
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While 2020 and 2019 were the 
warmest and 3rd warmest of the 
last 40 years, the last six years 

were unusually warm.
Less tree cover means this heat

goes unmitigated.

Landfall was 10 Oct. 2018



SUMMARY

I. Mapping technology and data are rapidly 
evolving, but assessment still takes work.

II. Both very high-resolution emergency aerial 
imagery and satellite change imagery can help, 
building on the strengths and tradeoffs of each.

III. These near-real-time and long-term tools for 
monitoring the urban forest must compliment 
field-based approaches.



Useful bookmarks

NOAA Emergency Response Imagery
https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/

Digital Globe open data for disaster response  
https://www.maxar.com/open-data

HiForm: High Resolution Forest Mapping
https://hiform.org

Thank you!

steve.norman@usda.gov

william.m.christie@usda.gov   

https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/
https://www.maxar.com/open-data
https://hiform.org/


Extreme wind comprises a major and growing hazard for urban forests of the eastern 
United States as losses from tornadoes and hurricanes mount. After an event, rapid 
assessments can improve response by efficiently mapping areas of likely damage, but 
assessment is considerably more challenging in densely developed areas with complex 
cover types than for the broader forest landscape. This presentation compares two 
approaches that are in current use: (1) very-high resolution emergency aerial imagery 
and (2) a 10m Sentinel-2 satellite change detection product called HiForm. We discuss 
their strengths and weaknesses for a range of short and long-term urban forest 
mapping and monitoring needs.


